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March 30, 2021 
 
Karen L. Gilles, Chairman 
Linda D. Chase, Vice-Chairman 
Peter R. Bragdon, Member 
Tammy L. Donovan, Member 
 

Re: Campaign for New Gloucester’s Lower Village, the Little League Fields, and the 
Intervale Meadows 

 
Dear Chairman Gilles, Vice-Chairman Chase, and members of the Select Board:  
 
Thank you all for your hard work and the donation of time to your community. 
 
The Royal River Conservation Trust (RRCT) is a private non-profit land trust working in seven 
communities up and down the river. We are New Gloucester’s local land trust, conserving 
woods, ponds, streams, farms, and trails in town including Pisgah Hill Preserve, the Intervale 
Preserve, Big Falls Preserve, Waterhouse Farm, and various Royal River public access points. 
Nearly all of our work is supported by charitable donations from local residents. Our governance 
is similarly local and volunteer.   
 
Today’s memorandum intends to inform you on two related items on your April 5th agenda.     
 
First (see Section I below), the Select Board invited RRCT and Gray-New Gloucester Little 
League (GNGLL) to make an update on the status and public engagement plans of our joint 
Campaign for New Gloucester’s Lower Village, the Little League Fields, and the Intervale 
Meadows. For the general update I will be present and available for follow-up questions, along 
with GNGLL President Nate Stone and town staff members Sarah Rodriguez and Scott Hastings.  
 
GNGLL is preparing a written briefing on this topic, separate from today’s RRCT memorandum. 
 
We’d urge the Select Board to consider an expression of gratitude for a recent donation, outlined 
further below in Section I: 
 

DRAFT MOTION #I (SELECT BOARD): To express gratitude on behalf of the 
residents of the Town of New Gloucester for the charitable donation by Michael and 
Lenore Sivulich of 4.5 acres of land to the Royal River Conservation Trust for 
conservation and preservation, forever.  The land surrounds the town’s Blockhouse 
historic site and was once part of the Blockhouse clearing.  It also abuts the historic 
Interurban trail. The donation thus preserves future archaeological exploration and 
buffers the historic site and Interurban trail from development.   
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Second (see Section II below), and related to the first agenda, RRCT has asked the Select Board 
(and thus a future Town Meeting) to consider municipal ownership of the CMP Grange Hall lot 
(Tax Map-Lot 17-34, Interurban rail bed existing trail segment.)  Today’s memorandum repeats 
(and supplements) the contents of my February 23, 2021, email to you which was published in 
your March 1st Select Board packet.    
 
RRCT’s most important requested action of the Selectmen (ideally on April 5th) is as follows: 
 

DRAFT MOTION #II (SELECT BOARD):  To direct town staff to prepare all documents 
including town warrant articles toward municipal ownership of CMP’s Map-Lot 17-34 
with expected terms and conditions being a donation for uses including but not limited to 
public trail connectivity including pedestrian, snowmobile, and other uses.   

 
 SECTION IA:  Project Update 

The scale of RRCT’s and GNGLL’s Campaign for New Gloucester’s Lower Village, the Little 
League Fields, and the Intervale Meadows is larger than can be summarized in one 
memorandum.  Robust details have long been published at RRCT.org, with web links to 
GNGLL’s project site and vice versa.  In summary: 

New Gloucester’s Lower Village occupies a hillside overlooking the Intervale, some 
of the richest ecology and habitat of the Royal River watershed with wading bird 
habitat, wild trout streams, rare plants, and vast wetlands. Between the village and 
the wetlands is a softball field, with room for expansion.   

With your help, the Royal River Conservation Trust (RRCT) and Gray-New 
Gloucester Little League (GNGLL) are working together to raise $1.5 million by 
December 31, 2021. These funds will be used to purchase a 180-acre parcel where 
we will rebuild and expand trail networks, expand little league ball fields, construct a 
playground, and provide for the long-term care and stewardship of the property. As 
of January 1, 2021, we have already raised $409,720 toward our goal of $1.5 million. 

Currently the property includes the softball field and rustic trails in the village as well 
as woods, streams, and habitat. With the purchase of the land we will guarantee 
traditional access for hunting and fishing. Parts of the historic Interurban rail line will 
become a pedestrian and multi-use trail connecting iconic historic sites and the 
Village Store to Stevens Brook. 

RRCT and GNGLL are jointly raising funds. At the end of the campaign GNGLL will 
own approximately 10 acres where ball fields will be rehabilitated and built and a 
playground will be installed for community use. RRCT will own the Lower Village 
woods and trails and the expanded Intervale Preserve, adding more than 170 acres 
to its existing 128-acre preserve. A growing list of other landowners have pledged to 
donate trail rights and more than 40 additional acres toward the project. 

At more than 300 acres, this will become RRCT’s largest of many preserves. 

Project budgets are shifting, for several reasons.  
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 First, we are likely to “close” soon with various landowners, such that we can simplify 
our budgets by closing the acquisition phase with funds already raised, and continue with 
focused construction phases.  Since launching the project in 2019 we have already 
acquired multiple parcels (mostly marsh) from multiple landowners including the Town 
of New Gloucester, and also expanding Woodman Road’s Thurston Wildlife Marsh.  In 
addition to the recent Sivulich closing and CMP transactions (multiple), likely near-term 
closings include: 
 

o RRCT, GNGLL, and private landowners:  180 acres +/- Spring 2021 
 

o RRCT and private landowners (2): donation of trail connections (2) 
 

 Second, our construction phases benefit from ongoing engineering, planning, community 
consultation, and site analysis.  RRCT, for example, recently reviewed the Interurban’s 
existing (failing) bridges and culverts with civil engineers, estimating as much as 
$100,000 necessary for long-term reconstruction of the rail bed for recreation.   
 

 Third, the pandemic has significantly changed our schedule for both community outreach 
and fundraising.  There is no playbook on how to raise funds in a pandemic, nor any 
playbook on community consultation during a pandemic.  We are extraordinarily grateful 
for the work of many volunteers and donors who have helped us keep this project moving 
forward with hard work, patience, and excitement for its contribution to community 
values. 

Emphatically, we are still in fundraising mode. Neither RRCT nor GNGLL have today raised 
sufficient funds to deliver our ambitious goals, nor to deliver emerging ideas of the community.  
We will get there with support and cohesion and hard work.   

The starting point of our project was unusual and extraordinary. Rather than quietly campaign 
with donors alone, we started our campaign with very public consultation with the Select Board 
with a fierce commitment to transparency and community cohesion. Posted at RRCT.org is the 
unanimous resolution of the Select Board from July 1, 2019. While the pandemic has caused us 
to delay some community engagement, we have broadly invited all neighbors to multiple site 
visits, reached out to certain neighbors personally and early, and forged ahead with municipal 
consultation with attention to pandemic protocol.   

While not everyone in the community is yet aware of our plans, and while some have unresolved 
concerns, we are very encouraged by the broad support of so many, and confident in our ability 
to address both opportunities and challenges ahead. RRCT is specifically aware of concerns 
related to GNGLL project elements including noise and lighting. There is no “fast track.”  There 
is no urgency.  There is no need for drama. There is so much opportunity to work together. We 
remain confident that there should exist today a general consensus on every element of the 
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project as outlined in the September 1 2019 resolution of the Select Board, with disagreement 
only on design elements.  

Equally importantly, this is not a traditional land trust project. RRCT took risks by tackling a 
large project in the heart of an historic village with traffic safety issues, high levels of 
recreational expectations, overlap with village parking and village design issues, and more.   

RRCT did not see our partnership with GNGLL as a risk, but rather as an exciting opportunity.  
RRCT’s community-based board members are inspired by state and national movements urging 
that land conservation should not be elite nor exclusive. We are inspired by organizations like 
Maine Audubon and Trout Unlimited who are working to bring younger generations and a-
typical populations to the table for land conservation, environmental education, hunting and 
fishing, and active outdoor exploration. We see enormous opportunity by aligning girls’ and 
boys’ sports (Little League) with RRCT trailheads, RRCT education and interpretation, and 
robust broad-based celebration of the cohesion of New Gloucester’s Lower Village landscape. 

One of RRCT donors commissioned this painting from Yarmouth-based artist Gail Clark, 
defining RRCT and GNGLL’s work and vision. 
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SECTION IB: Updates Uniquely of Interest to Municipal Jurisdiction including parking 

In addition to Blockhouse abutting lands (below) and CMP transactions (below) with its 
relationship to road safety, certain other RRCT project aspects will require municipal awareness, 
or future municipal action. In addition to the specific issues below, there are more general issues 
of coordination regarding permits, signage, town-wide trail planning, village walkability, 
parking, and more.   

Parking, generally, is an issue we have discussed and scoped at length. Parking issues arise in 
nearly every subsection of today’s memo.  Generally, there are multiple diffuse options for 
trailhead parking throughout the village. Resolving preliminary conversations, real estate rights, 
and traffic studies will allow a later future more comprehensive presentation of parking options.  
Generally, the municipality will need to be the lead defining certain goals (if any) of village 
walkability and traffic calming.   

IB.1: Church-Library dialog: Preliminary constructive conversations with the Church and the 
Town are exploring a trail connection between (behind) the Library (Town Hall) and Church 
properties, for two purposes. First, the trail would add to the growing network of village trails.  
Second, the Library could become a “trailhead” and parking destination for the village trail 
network with hikers or other recreationalists headed toward the intersection of Church Rd & 
Gloucester Hill Rd, reducing recreational interface at Route 231 and diffusing parking demand.  
New Gloucester’s Library has a long-established partnership with RRCT and the Town 
distributing keys to canoes and kayaks at the Fairgrounds and distributing free State Park passes.  
“Meet at the Library to Hike” creates even more opportunities for synergy.   

IB.2: Town ownership on Interurban at Stevens Brook:  The town has a small tax-acquired 
parcel which will deserve future coordination, supporting project goals.   

IB.3: Trail connectivity to town-owned cemetery: RRCT’s trails, and/or trail permissions from 
private landowners, will continue to increase foot traffic entering the cemetery at two locations.  
RRCT intends to be fiercely deferential to any decisions made by the Town/Cemetery to invite 
or discourage this connectivity, in the same way that we respect private landownership and 
posting. We do not see coordinated dialog with the Cemetery as needing near-term prioritization. 

IB.4: GNGLL deed covenants:  In 2019 the Select Board urged that the GNGLL subparcel 
benefit from deed covenants providing that the parcel shall always be used for recreation, 
conservation, or community-based agriculture.  While there will be no express municipal 
jurisdiction, RRCT and GNGLL are carrying forward the suggestion from the Select Board.   

SECTION IC:  Sivulich Donation at Blockhouse 

Repeating a draft motion at the beginning of today’s memorandum:  

DRAFT MOTION #I (SELECT BOARD): To express gratitude on behalf of the 
residents of the Town of New Gloucester for the charitable donation by Michael and 
Lenore Sivulich of 4.5 acres of land to the Royal River Conservation Trust for 
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conservation and preservation, forever.  The land surrounds the town’s Blockhouse 
historic site and was once part of the Blockhouse clearing.  It also abuts the historic 
Interurban trail. The donation thus preserves future archaeological exploration and 
buffers the historic site and Interurban trail from development.   
 

RRCT applauds the generosity of the Sivulich family, who stepped to the plate with the donation 
of an important project element. The signal of the Sivulich family follows the inspiration of so 
many other local families recently, setting the stage for permanent protection of land with 
important community values. The Sivulichs told me that they hope their donation will inspire 
other landowners in the village, in the meadows, and across town to consider a permanent 
conservation vision for their land.  Please join everyone involved with Royal River Conservation 
Trust by expressing gratitude to all of the landowners who choose to work with land 
conservation organizations.   
 
For information on the complex role of the Blockhouse site in an era of colonial settlement and 
eradication, consider this essay.  
 
https://portlandphoenix.me/another-viewpoint-rethinking-maines-bicentennial-the-stories-we-
tell-and-the-power-they-hold/ 
 

 
 
SECTION ID:  RRCT Public Engagement Plans 

Well in advance of of the April 5th Select Board meeting, RRCT will have posted at RRCT.org 
the dates of multiple trail hikes and Zoom calls to review RRCT project design elements in 
detail.  We will send these dates to local press outlets as well.  We are coordinating with GNGLL 
on comparable outreach.   
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SECTION II:  Recommendation of Municipal Ownership of CMP Grange Hall lot (Tax 
Map-Lot 17-34, Interurban rail bed and existing trail segment.)   

 DRAFT MOTION (SELECT BOARD):  To direct town staff to prepare all documents 
including town warrant articles toward municipal ownership of CMP’s Map-Lot 17-34 
with expected terms and conditions being a donation for uses including but not limited 
to public trail connectivity including pedestrian, snowmobile, and other uses.   

 
The CMP Grange Hall Lot 17-34 discussion has some immediacy as RRCT works to design the 
project, and as we work with CMP to conclude RRCT-Chandler title issues. That being said, 
there is no immediacy for final action with CMP (no immediacy needed for a town meeting) but 
rather merely strong signals to set the stage for a successful future transaction.   
 
The CMP Grange Hall lot today hosts the snowmobile trail, once a portion of the historic 
Interurban rail line. The lot is critical for future trail connectivity, and thus best in public or 
quasi-public ownership. On the attached map, the lot is shown as the northern-most of the 
parcels colored yellow.    
 
RRCT has the strongest-possible working relationship with Royal River Riders, and has enjoyed 
their pro-active consultation and teamwork.   
 
A few notes all since RRCT’s 2/23/21 email: 
 

 CMP at a staff level has recommended that the parcel be donated to the municipality, 
conditioned upon typical CMP covenants that the parcel continue to be used as a multi-
use trail. RRCT has finished all title work at RRCT expense.  Beyond the CMP staff level 
recommendation, CMP at a full corporate level moves slowly and is not guaranteed to 
concur with staff recommendations.   

 
 RRCT’s 2/23/21 email was copied to neighbors and broadly circulated. RRCT has 

specifically confirmed that certain neighbors are aware of and supportive of municipal 
ownership for continued use as a multi-use trail. Publication of today’s email in the 
Select Board packet provides additional notice.  
 

 While the tax maps are accurate for this CMP Grange Hall parcel, they are inaccurate for 
various nearby Interurban parcels.  RRCT has posted its survey at RRCT.org outlining 
especially the ownership interests on the snowmobile trail (Interurban) at Route 231’s 
south shoulder.  

 
 The CMP lot today hosts a snowmobile trail (Interurban) and as such today creates a 

recreational trail crossing of Route 231.  That crossing will remain in all scenarios, and 
usage will increase in all scenarios, thus provoking necessary questions on road safety.   
Since 2/23/21, RRCT and municipal staff have consulted with MaineDOT in close 
coordination, and reviewed site conditions.   
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o We’ve asked New Gloucester Public Works to consider removal of road-side 
brush and branches which today limit site distance and obscure existing 
pedestrian-safety signage (or the nearby intersection.)  We’ve offered volunteers 
as an alternative 

 
o Preliminary review of MaineDOT regulations and guidance, alongside existing 

posted speed limits and measured lines of sight (assuming brush removal) suggest 
that the crossing is sufficiently distant from blind spots and intersections to be 
suitable for continued – or growing – recreational use.  The municipality with 
MaineDOT might decide upon any number of features (signs, etc.) to enhance 
safety.  IMPORTANTLY HOWEVER MaineDOT urged a “speed study” to 
review not just the posted speed limit, but instead average-actual speeds. Sarah 
Rodriguez is coordinating with New Gloucester Public Works toward that study 
and that additional piece of information.   

 
Repeating content from RRCT’s 2/23/21 email, while previous Select Board support of the 
RRCT project was conditioned on no municipal fiscal exposure and no municipal ownership, we 
urge the Select Board to consider (sooner than later) municipal ownership of the CMP Grange 
Hall lot for a variety of reasons. 
 

 First, CMP's preference is transfer to abutters only; the Town of New Gloucester is an 
abutter as the owner of Grange Hall Road.   

 
 Second, the CMP Grange Hall lot is wide enough to allow future village-oriented uses, 

including parking for village uses, or parking for trail uses. Decisions of the future of this 
lot are better left for the town (the village), not for the land trust. Such decisions should 
include analysis or highway safety impacts (increased recreational crossing of Route 
231).   At later dates, RRCT and the town can and will discuss multiple options for trail 
parking at other locations.  
 

 Third, municipal ownership would allow access to some state & federal funds (LWCF, 
eg) for recreational development of this parcel.  RRCT in not eligible for LWCF funds.  
 

 Fourth, a decision for municipal ownership during RRCT's current charitable campaign 
would allow teamwork and partnership, allowing RRCT to bring charitable funds toward 
future uses of the parcel to partially off-set the costs of municipal ownership. 
Importantly, however, RRCT does not want to under-state the expense that might be 
necessary to fully improve the existing conditions of the neglected CMP Grange Hall 
woods and drainage.   
 

 Fifth, a decision for municipal ownership during RRCT's current acquisition project 
would streamline dialog with CMP, since RRCT is actively working with CMP on related 
CMP remnant rights along the Interurban. 
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Sincerely, 
 

 
Alan B. Stearns 
Executive Director, Royal River Conservation Trust 
Alan@RRCT.org   (207) 215-8315 
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GNGLL INTERVALE FIELDS 
The Royal River Conservation Trust (RRCT) and Gray-New Gloucester Little 
League (GNGLL) have come together for a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to 
conserve and invest in 180 acres for habitat, history, and human connection 
for the community of New Gloucester and the surrounding towns. 

We hope you will join us in these efforts to create an amazing recreational 
area for hunters, fishermen, bird watchers, hikers, snowmobilers, and 
baseball and softball players.  This project will preserve the culture and 
wilderness of New Gloucester for generations and will provide terrific benefit 
to our outdoor recreation opportunities as well as the children and adults 
who enjoy them. 

UPDATES 

Initial DEP & Inland Fisheries and Wildlife Reviews  
Preliminary reviews by the Maine Department of Environmental Protection 
and the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife showed minimal 
wildlife impacts and profound educational opportunities from our efforts. We 
are embarking on a “waiver”-based permitting application and expect a 
smooth and successful permitting process. 

Updated Field Design 
Due to studies of wetlands and stormwater needs, our design has been 
updated to move our third field to acreage across a small wetland area from 
the two main fields.  

The updated design also includes a walkway with a bird watching platform as 
well as educational signage about the conservation efforts of the wetlands.  
RRCT & GNGLL are coordinating on trail heads for hikers and access for 
snowmobile trails in conjunction with the Royal River Riders. 

Spring Field Improvements 
This spring, a number of temporary improvements are being made to the 
field including adding temporary fencing across the front boundary of the 
property for improved access control.  Additionally, a state-permitted 
entrance was granted so we can move parking behind the field during the 
season to keep traffic off the road as much as possible. 

INTERVALE FIELDS UPDATE

GNG Little League 
Nate Stone 
President 
207-749-5300 
president 
@gnglittleleague.org 

mailto:president@gnglittleleague.org
mailto:president@gnglittleleague.org


Preliminary Meetings with Concerned Citizens 
We’ve had preliminary meetings with concerned citizens and neighbors.  Our 
goal is to create a facility that meets the needs of the community in a 
constructive and considerate way.  Our efforts to mitigate their concerns will 
continue as we approach the permitting process. 

Timeline 
Currently, we have commissioned our formal wetlands survey.  Once 
complete, professional architectural plans will be created for submission to 
permitting agencies.  We will also have a community walkthrough during the 
architectural process and a further meeting with neighbors.  State permits 
are expected to take a few months before we present a final plan to the New 
Gloucester Planning Board in Fall 2021.  The earliest work could be during the 
dry season in Fall 2021, but the main field construction will not begin until 
Spring 2022. 

WEBSITE & GOFUNDME 
Our Intervale Fields website (https://intervale-fields.gnglittleleague.org) will 
be updated continually with our plans and references for more information.   

To support our project, please visit:  

https://www.gofundme.com/f/intervale-fields-recreation-area 

QUESTIONS & COMMENTS 
Please refer any questions or comments to Nate Stone 
(president@gnglittleleague.org).  Our Intervale Fields Committee will 
respond to all inquiries and consider all suggestions.

https://intervale-fields.gnglittleleague.org
mailto:president@gnglittleleague.org
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